The effectiveness of Knock – Off Technique For Making Men’s Thobe Pattern
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Abstract:
Garment industry needs to successively developed to keep pace with the continuous global developments in fashion so that it can deliver sophisticated product satisfies consumer taste and bring him good fitting. One of an apparel industries, which require a great quality level in Saudi Arabia, the Men’s Thobe industry, so, the process of Pattern making one of the most accurate functions that the apparel industry depend on, where success of the design and full production depend on. Pattern designer have the ability to adapt pattern all the technical methods and according to the design requirement sand understanding of different forms of the human body in three dimensions. The research aims to Know the possibility of applied Knock – Off technique on the parts of Men’s Thobe and Measure the efficiency of the Patterns which prepared Through the study process confirms the effectiveness of prepared the Thobe pattern basic and Complementary parts prepared by Knock – Off technique
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